**Engine Tuning**

Engine tuning is the adjustment or modification of the internal combustion engine or Engine Control Unit (ECU) to yield optimal performance and increase the engine's power output, economy, or durability. These goals may be mutually exclusive; an engine may be de-tuned with respect to output power in exchange for better economy or longer engine life due to lessened stress on engine components.

**Engine tuning - Wikipedia**

Performance engine tuning modifications. "Don't torque to me like that!" Careful selection of your internal engine tuning modifications can lift your engine from a purring kitten into a roaring lion! While it is tempting to throw in every modification you can, it's worth noting that not all mods work well together.

**Performance engine tuning modifications. - TorqueCars**

Welcome to the engine tuning tips website. We have a few other tuning sites out there with a very general focus and thought we should spend some time focussing on the engine. There are many tuning options and parts available to lift the performance of your engine. The overall aim needs to be to increase the useful power band.

**Engine tuning tips for performance power and BHP**

Tuning for maximum performance used to be the exclusive domain of experts with dynos. While there is no substitute for knowledge and experience, a new wave of digital tuning tools are making it possible to precisely tune any engine without long and expensive dyno sessions. The key is to measure and record the critical metrics- air/fuel ratio ...

**Engine Tuning Resources : Engine Tuning Videos/ Tips ...**

Advanced Engine Tuning has motor articles and How-TO stories to modify your car/truck to make more power, better reliability, Last longer

**Car Engine Tuning | Horsepower | Mods Modification**

Performance Tuning everything from Factory ECM/ECU to full stand alone ECU. Performance and race engine building services. American, Jap, Euro, Exotics

**D.A.P. Tuning - tuning, automotive performance, engine ...**

Two-stroke tuning, and engine modifications that you can do yourself at home... plus a few general tips and tricks for life. Carburettor tuning, using the De...

**Engine Tuning - YouTube**

Mopar Engine Tuning Chassis Dyno The right tune can unlock incredible amounts of horsepower and when you consider how inexpensive it is to use our in house chassis dyno, it can be like finding FREE horsepower and you gotta love that.

**Mopar Engine Tuning - Performance Injection Equipment**

Tuning a CB Performance Turnkey Engine by: Patrick Downs CB long blocks and turn key engines are assembled from all new parts. Partial engine break in has been accomplished by running the engine on the dyno prior to shipment.

**CB Performance - Engine Tuning**

The most popular name in tuning and mapping is ECU Remapping. The existing ‘map’ is taken from the cars ECU, used to control the performance of the engine, and is re-programmed to safely increase power, torque and even fuel efficiency.

**Engine Tuning - 3Dom Wraps**

Find great deals on eBay for engine tuning. Shop with confidence.
engine tuning | eBay
Automobile Engine Tuning: High Performance and How To Obtain It a Practical Guide To Air- And Water-Cooled Engine Modification, Gearing, Carburation, Balancing and Manifolding. by P. E Irving. Hardcover More Buying Choices $34.60 (2 used offers) ...

Amazon.com: engine tuning
Engine tuning products increase efficiency, horsepower and torque. Find the programmers, air intake systems, and exhaust products for your vehicle at Tire Rack.

Engine Tuning | Tire Rack
Engine tuning. Smaller engines generally have little scope for tuning. When you exceed the base output of the engine by a factor of 25-50% more you may start to hit reliability issues.

Engine tuning tips. Engine mods, modifications and ...
The Basics of Engine Tuning i.e. ECU Remapping. An ECU contains the instructions for the fuelling, camshaft position and ignition timing systems to operate based on engine rpm and load. These instructions are known as 'THE MAPS'. Changing these instructions requires us to change the maps. Hence the word - ECU remapping.

About Us :: Engine Tuning - Welcome to Evolve - Premium ...
There has always been confusion about the word “tuning” when referring to engines. Personally, I like the dictionary definition: “to bring into harmony.” But with motorcycle engines, there are a number of different applications of the word “tune”: For the most part, there are two common ...

Performance Tuning Motorcycle Engines | Fix.com
Junkyard LS engines are all the rage, thanks to their availability and low cost of acquisition. Take a basic 4.8, add a cam and a little laughing gas, and you're at 500 horsepower all-day long. The New GM L8T Engine Is A 401ci Gen-V That Hot-Rodders Will Love .

Home - EngineLabs
Intake Runner Length Tuning. Contributed by: Unknown. The intake system on a four-stroke car engine has one main goal, to get as much air-fuel mixture into the cylinder as possible. One way to help the intake is by tuning the lengths of the pipes.. When the intake valve is open on the engine, air is being sucked into the engine, so the air in the intake runner is moving rapidly toward the ...

Intake Tuning | Intake Runner Lengths | Engine Tuning
Engine Performance Chip has created a line of products that capitalize on your engines untouched tuning abilities to ensure maximum horsepower output and peak fuel economy. We offer performance chips and parts for every make and model of car, truck or SUV equipped with gasoline or diesel engines.

Engine Performance Chip ECU Tuning For Power and MPG
Constantly evolving and adding new features and parts to our 3D Tuning software our aim is to offer the ability to be truly creative. Current options include Full bodykits, custom wheel and suspension controls, engine designer, paint pallette, custom backgrounds, whitewall tyres or tyre lettering and the list goes on.